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VIEW

Bud Linden...A Produce Man (1922-2017)

EDITOR'S

My dad died
at the age of 95 in
October after a very
long and healthy life.
I’m sure he would
credit clean living
for his longevity
and ability to exit
in fairly sound mind
and body at such an
Tim Linden
advanced age.
It’s been many years since he left the produce
industry so fewer and fewer of you ever knew him,
but there are still some around, most of whom are
in the old-timer category. My dad was officially
By Tim Linden Hugh F. Linden Jr., but everyone knew him by his
nickname Bud.
He began his produce career in the San
Francisco produce industry on Market Street after
returning from World War II. His father-in-law, who
was the top dog in the produce merchants association, helped him get a position with Jacobs Malcolm
& Burtt. Coincidentally, he started his career at the
same place and the same week as the late Jim Hunt
of Grant J. Hunt Co., a conversation I shared with
Jim many times over the years.
He eventually moved to Mendelson-Zeller
Co. and came down to Los Angeles in 1953 to
staff their L.A. operation. When he was a young
father, he would bring one of his sons down to
the wholesale market each Saturday morning to
help out. His boss would reward the lucky kid that
week with an official company check for $2. He
worked for various LA wholesalers including the
Theron Hooker Company, Consolidated-Westgate,
Kaplan’s, Cal Fruit and American Produce, and had
his own brokerage firm, L&M Packing, for quite
some time. Of course, the “L” was for Linden and
the “M” came from produce veteran Ed Miller. The
two co-owned their building on the Ninth Street
Market though they had separate brokerages. The
advantageous sale of that building helped fuel my
dad’s retirement.
He was at that foundational meeting at Cal
Poly Pomona when the Fresh Produce Council
was formed in the 1960s and was an early board
member. He went to a few conventions over the
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years, but he mostly eschewed the limelight. He
was just one of the cogs in the produce industry
wheel that was instrumental in getting fruits and
vegetables from the farmgate to the consumer.
Over the years, he specialized in different items
including Washington apples and Coit melons, but
his signature product was sweet corn. Many people
called him the “corn king” when discussing him with
me through the years. He loved that bit of notoriety.
In his heyday, he would privately brag that there was
better than a 50 percent chance that any sweet corn
being eaten in Southern California on a given day
came through him.
I never worked with him, save those Saturday
mornings, but I only ever heard good things. Tony
Castro was the first to tell me early in my career
that my dad was as honest as the day is long and a
great produce man. That was nice to hear. Within
this last year at the FPFC Expo, Steve Cantor and
Julio Chan of Produce International stopped me
in the aisle asked about my dad and told me how
instrumental he was as a mentor for them early in
their careers. Also nice to hear, and I was able to
share it with him.
My dad was the consummate salesman. He
had a razor sharp mind for numbers and talked
about every load of produce with regard to the
margin he made. He often spoke in the vernacular
of “two bits”, that old-fashioned slang for a quarter.
“I paid $6.75 delivered and made 6 bits a box,” he’d
say, and then quickly do the math in his head to
reveal how much he made on the load.
It was that simple concept of making sure
you sold every box and every load for more than
it cost that allowed him to make it in this business
for almost a half century.
I’m sure he is turning over in his grave as I
paraphrase a Democrat to give him his due. At
Robert Kennedy’s funeral, his brother noted there
was no reason to make him larger in death than
he was in life. I feel the same way about my Dad.
He went through life as an honest guy doing the
best he could in his various roles with husband and
father being his main pursuits. And as a day job
(performed mostly at night), he was a damn good
produce man..
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Doing the Right Thing, the Right Way

This issue of
Fresh DIGEST is a special one. It features
one of the FPFC’s long
time board members
and volunteers, Roger
Schroeder from Stater
Bros. Markets.
When Roger
announced his reCarissa Mace
tirement from Stater
Bros., there was no question that the FPFC had to
mark this occasion in a big way. Roger has been
involved with the FPFC in one way or the other
for the last 38 years. He is the only person to ever
serve as Chairman of the Board three different
times. As long as I’ve been involved with the FPFC,
By Carissa Mace
Roger has served on the board and contributed in
many different ways to the organization.
What I can say has been the most important
thing to me, as staff president of the organization, is
Roger’s ability to “take off his company hat.” There
is an old association adage that when volunteers
enter a room, they need to “take off their company
hat and put on their association hat.” Basically this
means that volunteers need to look at issues so that
they are seeing things and making decisions based
on what is best for the association, not what best
suits their company or their own personal interests.
This may sound simple enough, but it is not always
easy to do. Everyone comes to association meetings from their own perspective, and thus has a
skewed view toward issues and decisions to be
made. I will say that by and large, volunteers are
good about this but there are instances that I’ve seen
individuals definitely have a self-serving motivation
when dealing with association matters. Generally,
I’m not the only one in the room who sees this is
happening and the group effort normally helps to
mediate the individual motives. And when Roger
has been in the room, he has always helped cut to
the chase to get to the heart of a matter and steer
decisions toward the best interests of the FPFC
and its members.
I think one of my favorite things about having
Roger in the room for a board meetings is when
the financials come up. No one, and I mean no
one, reads a balance sheet like Roger. He notices
intricacies and nuances that no one else does. At
board meetings, we have what is called a Consent
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Agenda. Basically, this is a whole bunch of standard
reports that the board looks at and votes on in one
fell swoop so that we are not bogged down with
simple reporting matters at each meeting.
We always ask if someone wants an item to
be moved from the Consent Agenda to “Other
Business.” Instantly, at every meeting, literally all
heads turn and look to Roger. Everyone knows to
expect Roger to ask for the monthly financials to
be moved to Other Business for further detailed
review. Despite how much explanation I put with
the report to explain variances in the finances, Roger
will 99 percent of the time find something that
needs a bit further clarification. One of the greatest
achievements I’ve had in this job is that three times
(yes, I’ve kept count) Roger did NOT ask for the
financials to be moved to Other Business. There is
a literal gasp in the room every time that occurs.
“What? Roger doesn’t want that moved to other
business? How could that be?!” Like I said, it is quite
an accomplishment.
I’m happy to say that we will not be missing
Roger at meetings. The board has voted Roger
in as an Honorary Past Chairman Representative.
That means Roger will be invited to both Executive Committee and Board of Directors meetings.
Every month I’ll have the opportunity to see if I can
get the financials precise enough to pass Roger’s
muster! And I look forward to that opportunity in
the years to come.
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Special Report...

FPFC Donates to Southern California Fire Relief Effort

With the fires still raging throughout Southern California and having a direct impact on some
members, the Fresh Produce & Floral Council made
a $10,000 donation to the Red Cross for California
Fire Disaster Relief.
”The FPFC Board of Directors extends our
sincere condolences to all who have suffered losses
during the horrendous fires affecting California,”
said FPFC Chair Connie Stukenberg of the California Avocado Commission. ”Our fresh produce
and floral members who have been impacted are
particularly in our thoughts. The FPFC Board approved a $10,000 donation to the American Red
Cross for California fire relief on December 7th and
encourages support from all who are interested
in contributing to organizations providing local
assistance: www.redcross.org and The Salvation
Army, www.salvationarmy-socal.org”.
The FPFC did hear directly from one member,
Paul Ty Isley III, president of Rainforest Flora, Inc.,
Torrance, CA, concerning what happened to his San
Diego facility on that same day. “The North County,
San Diego, Lilac fire destroyed our operation down
there and we just can’t believe it. Forty-three years
of dedicated effort, gone in an afternoon. Fortythree years of building a dream dedicated to the
growth and promotion of the world’s most interesting group in ornamental horticulture. Ironically, ours
was the only property for a mile around that got hit
and its destruction was pretty thorough.”
Isley noted that the firm lost almost all of its
inventory. “Literally a few million plants were lost
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and for most it took six to twenty-five years to
produce them.”
The company has set up a funding mechanism
to help out some employees who lost everything in
the fire. For more information, you can go to the
firm’s website at www.rainforestflora.com
There were also many others affected by the
week-long fires, especially the Ventura County fire.
As of Dec. 13, that fire had devastated 236,000
acres. While it was relatively under control on its
southern flank, it was still heading toward Santa
Barbara, though fire fighters appeared to be getting
the upper hand.
Damage to homes, businesses and agricultural
land was still far from being tabulated as the fire
was still moving at this writing. Ken Melban of the
California Avocado Commission dodged the fire as
he surveyed various avocado and citrus groves in
Ventura County on Monday, Dec. 11. He reported
that there would be lost avocado production, but
it was far too soon to quantify that lost. He said
about 4,000 acres of avocado trees are in the general vicinity with varying degrees of impact ranging
from unscathed to complete destruction.
He also reported that lemon trees appeared
to form a natural block to the fire. It has been
speculated that the high moisture in the trees at this
time of year made them resistant to fire damage.
Melban said he saw this phenomenon first hand.
“You can see from the scorched hills that the fire
would come right up to the edge of the lemon
grove and stop.”
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COUNCIL NEWS

The Fresh Produce
& Floral Council
Welcomes the Following
New Members:
Paul Weismann

Healthy Avocado Inc.

Teddy Kazarian

Fresh Quality Produce

Stephen Paulin

Orion Risk Management

Rock the Night Away
at the FPFC Dinner Dance
At this writing in mid-December, there were
still a few sponsorship slots available for the Fresh
Produce & Floral Council Dinner Dance on January 27th.
FPFC President Carissa Mace said the Dinner
Dance Committee, which is led by Sean McClure
of Ready Pac Produce Inc., Irwindale, CA, still has
sponsorships available that will allow companies to
get their name in front of the movers and shakers
in the industry. Sponsorships still available include
a co-sponsors of the General Reception, which is
attended by all attendees. The Evening Program
is also available, in which a company’s logo can be
front and center on a high-quality program distributed to all attendees. Door Prize sponsorships
are also available with such fun-themed names as
“Party Like a Rock Star” and “On the Cover of the
Rolling Stone.”
McClure said the “Rock the Night Away”
theme will be evident throughout the night as the
venue is being transformed to emulate the Rock
& Roll Hall of Fame. The Groove will provide the
entertainment as the group specializes in rock & roll
hits from the past six decades. There will also be
many raffle prizes given away, including the $20,000
grand prize.
For more information on sponsorship opportunities, raffle tickets, tickets for the event or room
reservations, contact Member Services Director
Amy Wun at the FPFC office, 714-739-0177.
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Apprentice Application Process
Starts in January

The application process for the 2018 Fresh
Produce & Floral Council Apprentice Class will open
January 15 with the applications due by Feb. 20. The
class members will be chosen in March, with the first
apprentice session slated for April 11.
Kristen Reid of MIXTEC Group, who is the
chairperson of the FPFC Apprentice Committee,
said the industry appears to be very pleased with
the current programming so while there may be
some tweaks for 2018, no major changes are anticipated. “We’ve received very positive feedback
from both the class participants and their companies,” Reid said.
She added that the format of holding educational sessions for the class prior to FPFC’s bimonthly
luncheons works very well as the Apprentices are
exposed to topic experts in the morning and then
can expand their network of colleagues through
participation in the social gathering.
The Apprentice Program was designed to
create the next generation of leaders within the
companies they work for as well as for industrywide organizations. Reid said the feedback from the
Apprentices themselves as well as their company
sponsors is very important. But it’s also important
to witness the success of the individual participants
within the industry. As the FPFC prepares for its
fifth class, Reid said an analysis of the participants
in the first class is telling. She said several of the
members have received significant promotions and
almost all have become FPFC volunteers.
“We’re loving the program as it is currently
designed,” she said. “Two years ago we added a
session on public speaking, which has received great
feedback. The companies have told us how these
participants are so much more confident and able
to communicate.”
The Apprentice Program application process
begins on-line with the filling out of a form that allows the applicant to discuss their career path and
goals. “We also ask applicants to submit a brief
video answering a question we pose.”
Reid said the applications are evaluated and
narrowed down with finalists invited to participate
in a brief phone interview with two committee
members. The final class is chosen with diversity of
membership an underlying goal. “We want to field
a class that comes from all segments of the industry
with individuals that serve different functions within
their company.”
In marketing the program for 2018, Reid said

the committee is asking members to look throughout their organization for worthy participants. Thus
far most of the Apprentice applicants have come
from sales and marketing departments. Reid said
the committee would like to see more participation
from other sectors such as operations, administration and logistics.
The formal program begins in April with their
graduation at the FPFC Dinner Dance in late January.
The program is sponsored and free of charge to the
Apprentices and their respective companies.

Apprentices on Tour
Recently, the current Apprentice Class toured
Ventura County, with three stops:

Pete’s Living Greens

Deardorff Family Farms

Mission Produce
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FPFC Board Adopts New Mission
Statement, Sets New Priorities

During its annual retreat in November, the
Board of Directors of the Fresh Produce & Floral
Council voted to change the association’s mission
statement to reflect new strategic priorities. The
Council’s new mission statement is:
The mission of the Fresh Produce & Floral Council
is to connect members to the information, education
and professional network they need to increase knowledge, grow their businesses and collectively advance
the industry.
“The new mission statement was a product
of the board’s strategic planning sessions this year,”
said FPFC Chair Connie Stukenberg of the California
Avocado Commission. “We believe our members
will be pleased to see the new programs we develop
to support it.”
With the new mission statement has come
new strategic priorities, most notably, growing the
membership and providing more educational opportunities.
As part of this undertaking, the FPFC has
begun a search for candidates for the newly-created
vice president of business development position.
The successful hire will work to increase the council’s membership and reach with the support and
guidance of a new Membership Expansion Task
Force, to be chaired by Brian Cook of Pete’s Living
Greens.
The vice president of professional development will also be involved in a strategic assessment
of the FPFC’s position in the industry.The results of

FPFC MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Fresh Produce & Floral Council
is to connect members to the information,
education and professional network they need to
increase knowledge, grow their businesses and
collectively advance the industry.

that research will inform changes to the Council’s
services and member benefits going forward under
the direction of the new mission statement.
“We want to assure the Council’s position as
the premier association in the West by expanding
our membership and continuing to provide value
to our membership,” Stukenberg said.
Additionally, the board voted to create a
Professional Development Task Force, chaired by
Andrew Bivens of Westlake Produce Company.
The task force will begin a needs assessment and
lay the groundwork for a professional development
program administered by the FPFC.
“With the success of the FPFC Apprentice
Program came the idea of a Professional Development program for mid- to senior-level professionals
in our industry,” Stukenberg said. “Of course, it will
require some assessment and research, but we
look forward to meeting our members’ needs in
the area of professional development as we have
done providing training for their less experienced
employees.”
For more information, p
please contact the
FPFC office at 714-739-0177.
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FPFC SoCal Expo Adds Key Features;
NoCal Expo Set for April 18

It’s not too early to mark your calendars and
line up your hotel reservations if applicable. The
Northern California Fresh Produce & Floral Expo
will be held at the Alameda County Fairgrounds
in Pleasanton, CA, on April 18, while the Southern
California Fresh Produce & Floral Expo will be held
on July 17 in Anaheim and include some activities
on the night before for invited guests.
Following the format preferred by the Northern California FPFC Committee, the Pleasanton
event will again focus on the Expo, as the shows
hours will stretch from 10 am to 3 p.m. Though
there will be an exhibitor’s and attendee reception
the night before, the show is the star attraction.
Committee members are working hard to continue
the tradition of great participation from chain stores
and retail independents as well as from the Bay
Area’s thriving foodservice industry.
The Southern California event has been expanded this year and will include a special dinner
and networking opportunity the night before for
exhibitors and senior level personnel from retail
and foodservice organizations. Sean McClure of
Ready Pac Produce Inc., Irwindale, CA, is the chairman of the Southern California Expo Committee
for the third year in a row and he noted that the
committee has created the events on July 16 as
a value-added opportunity for both retailers and
exhibitors. Qualified retailers will be offered a free
night’s lodging on that night at a Disney property
as well as the dinner and special access to specific
areas of Disney’s California Adventure Park.
In addition, the educational program, which
will be held on the morning of July 17 at the Disneyland Hotel Convention Center, has been expanded
beyond the always-popular breakfast keynote
address. “We are holding additional educational
sessions developed specifically for in-store produce
and floral personnel,” McClure said.
These sessions are being designed to specifically appeal to the large segment of in-store clerks
that attend the event, and will focus on topics of
particular interest to that group. The FPFC Expos
are perhaps the only produce industry trade events
that specifically targets that front-line segment of the
industry that is clearly an important factor in the
increased consumption of fresh fruits, vegetables,
flowers and complimentary items.
More information on these two expos, including sponsorship opportunities, is available from the
FPFC office at 714-739-0177.
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Focus on Retailing Avocados

Summer Holidays Set Retail
Avocado Sales Records

14

The Hass Avocado Board’s recently published Q3 2017 Holiday and Events report reveals record-breaking retail avocado sales during 4th of July
2017.

Shoppers celebrated 2017 summer holidays
with avocado purchases that supported record-high
retail dollar sales for the category.The Hass Avocado
Board (HAB) recently released its Holiday and
Events report for Q3 2017, detailing retail avocado
category performance across the country for this
past Father’s Day, 4th of July and Labor Day.
Fourth of July 2017, was particularly notable,
with the overall category posting a double-digit
dollar increase over prior year and marking a fouryear holiday high of $49.6 million (+$4.7 million),
despite a slump in volume. All regions contributed
to the dollar gain, while volume performance was
mixed across the regions, ranging from +5 percent
in Great Lakes to -21 percent in Southeast.
“Shoppers are looking for delicious, healthy
options for summertime holidays and events, and
avocados are a natural fit,” said Emiliano Escobedo,
executive director of the Hass Avocado Board.
“HAB supports retailers and marketers of avocados
with category insights for summertime holidays and

year-round.”
Father’s Day 2017 started summer off with
strong avocado dollar trends. On a national basis,
retail sales this past Father’s Day reached $48.7
million, an increase of $7.3 million over prior year,
with all regions contributing big dollar sales gains.
Total U.S. volume was down (-4 percent), with mixed
performance across the regions.
As summer was winding down, Labor Day
continued this past summer’s holiday sales trends,
with retail dollar sales up 9 percent for the holiday
week. At the regional level, dollar sales also topped
prior year in all regions, but all regions also experienced volume declines. Rising prices were a factor
for all three of the summer holidays detailed in the
report; however, Labor Day saw the largest overall
average price increase (+39.5 percent) and the highest average price ($1.59/unit). At the regional level,
prices varied widely, from $1.26 per unit in South
Central to $1.76 per unit in Northeast.

FRESH DIGEST
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Roger Schroeder Retires;
Leaves as FPFC’s Only
3-Time Chairman
By Tim Linden
It was a lack of interest in school that gets the
credit for taking Roger Schroeder on a 55-year-long
journey in the retail produce sector.
“I started bagging groceries for Vons while I
was in high school,” he recalled. “I thought I’d go to
college and be an engineer. About a year into college I was working in the produce department (at
Vons) and I realized I enjoyed that more than school.
I quit college and started working full time.”
As he took this reporter on his retail journey
during that first decade at Vons, two facts jumped
out: he worked at a lot of different stores and he
seemingly remembers everyone he worked with.
One suspects that attention to detail and appreciation of those around him so many years ago played
a huge role in the success he achieved.
He was only 19 when he was transferred
to an Oceanside store to work in that produce
department. After a bit more than a year, he got
married, transferred back to an Orange County
store and had mentally made the decision that
his career was underway. He liked produce, was
working alongside career retailers and decided he
would do the same.
In relatively quick succession, he spent time at
a store in Rolling Hills, Corona and then the Bixby

16

Roger Schroeder

Knolls area of Long Beach. The produce manager
there was Mario Iacovino, who had a profound influence on Schroeder’s career and temperament. “He
was a hot tempered Italian. For whatever reason,

FRESH DIGEST

Roger Schroeder at an FPFC Expo

we hit it off really well and he taught me an awful
lot about the produce business.”
Schroeder stayed at Bixby Knolls for a couple
of years, and rejoined the ranks of singlehood. His
next stop was Lakewood, where Art Hayashi was
the produce manager and another mentor. During
the ‘60s, he also worked in Monterey Park before
securing his first produce manager position in a
Vons in La Mirada with Iacovino serving as his supervisor. In those days, he said his former produce
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manager was calmer and taught him the virtues of
that approach. Store hopping was still in his future
as he also spent time as the produce manager of
Hacienda Heights store for a couple of years, and
then opened a new store in the same area in the
same position.
By now it was the mid-1970s and Schroeder
had spent about 15 years with Vons. He was a loyal
employee, accepting each transfer with optimism
and enthusiasm. “In those days, if you were offered
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Located in the center of the top row in this photo of the FPFC Board, Roger Schroeder has been involved in the Council for almost four decades.

a promotion, you took it,” he quipped.
In 1976, he was offered the opportunity to
begin a 12-week store management training program, “which would put me on a fast track to be a
store manager. After graduation, you’d typically join
a store as a key carrier.”
But the higher-ups had a different plan for

Schroeder. He moved to the corporate headquarters with a position in the scheduling department.
With his knowledge of the produce department
firmly entrenched, he was involved in produce
scheduling. A couple of years later, he made his first
move into produce hierarchy when he was put in
charge of the produce warehouse. To Schroeder

Roger Schroeder ha served as FPFC chairman three separate times, which has means he has served on the Executive Committee for many years.
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this was a major move as he knew nothing about
running a warehouse. At the time Gary Lee and
Dale Liefer were heavyweights on the Vons produce
management team.
However, in a relatively short time, Lee resigned and was replaced by Dick Spezzano, who
asked Schroeder to become one of his merchandisers. Over the next half dozen years, Schroeder rose
through the ranks becoming a supervisor, a district
manager and eventually the number two man in line
to take over for Spezzano…if he ever retired.
As time went by, Buz Bolstad was nearing
the end of his career at Hughes Family Markets.
Schroeder was approached to take the number two
slot there grooming for the top produce position. “I
went to Dick (Spezzano) and asked him if he was
going to leave anytime soon. He said ‘It sounds like
you have a job offer.’ He advised me to take it.”
Schroeder joined Hughes and after about six

Schroeder pictured with the late Carl Fields of Monterey Mushrooms.

Roger Schroeder’s Timeline
1944: Born in Minnesota
1952: Moved To Southern California
1960: Began Working for Shopping Bag (a Vons Co.)
as a box boy in Orange County
1961: Promoted to Produce Clerk
1962: Graduated from Western High School in Anaheim
1963/64: Attended Fullerton Junior College
1966: Promoted to Produce Manager for Vons.
Would work as a Produce Manager over the next 10 years
in several different stores in San Diego and Orange
counties.
1975: Went through Store Manager training program
1976: Joined Vons Labor Scheduling Department
1978: Promoted to Produce Warehouse Manager at Vons
1980: Promoted to Produce Merchandiser at Vons
1986: Promoted to Perishable Supervisor at Vons
1989: Named Vice President of Hughes Markets
Produce Division
1994: Elected Chairman of the Board of the FPFC
1998: Named Vice President of Produce & Floral for Stater Bros.
2000: Elected Chairman of the Board of FPFC
(1st 2-time chairman)
2004: Elected Chairman of the Board of FPFC
(1st 3-time chairmen)
2013: Inducted into National Food Industry Hall of Fame
2018: Retires from the Industry
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months of upper management experience, Bolstad
retired and Schroeder took the top position, which
would eventually be called vice president of produce. For the next decade, Hughes prospered as
did Schroeder. However, late in 1996, QFC (Quality
Food Centers) in Washington State bought Hughes
and the chain soon fell under the umbrella of Ralphs Grocery Company in Los Angeles. Schroeder
worked with Kerry Hodges of Ralphs to align the
two companies.
But soon Stater Bros. came calling. They
courted Schroeder for quite some time and eventually the union took place. “As someone said,‘A slow
dance makes for a good marriage,’ ” quipped Stater
Bros. new vice president of produce.
Schroeder is especially proud of his stint at
Stater Bros. He loved his time there calling it a “fun
company” to work for and was particularly fond of
the longtime president, Jack Brown. In fact, he said
it was Mr. Brown’s death in November of 2016 that
caused Schroeder to start thinking about retirement.
Up until then, he said he hardly gave it a thought.
“When I was 65 I went to Jack and asked if they
had a mandatory retirement age. He said, ‘Do you
want to stay?’ I said I did and he said I could stay as
long as I wanted.”
During Schroeder’s tenure, Stater Bros. had
very significant growth adding 43 stores one year
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as a result of divestiture of two other merging
Southern California operations. Today, it is often
called the largest regional supermarket chain in
the United States. It operates about 170 stores
under the Stater Bros. banner throughout Southern California with the majority of them being in
what is called the “Inland Empire.”
Though the geography of his career was
limited to Southern California, Schroeder had a
national presence, especially as it relates to the
industry’s 5 a Day program. That effort began in
California with Schroeder’s Hughes Family Markets being an early supporter and its top produce
guy being an active cheerleader for the effort. In
1991, the Produce for Better Health Foundation
was launched to take the effort nationwide with
Roger Schroeder as its first chairman. He served
a second term as chairman in 1993 and was instrumental in both the launching and adoption of
that program throughout the country.
Schroeder has absolutely no regrets about
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This past Fourth of July Roger Schroeder and his longtime partner,
Patty Knoll, celebrated in their usual festive way.
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his career and said while he had a few offers from
the vendor community over the years, nothing made
him seriously consider leaving the retail side of the
produce business.
When asked to discuss the biggest change
he has seen, he quickly points to the explosion of
produce SKUs at retail. “When I started we had 75
produce items; now there are 1100 items, with most
stores carrying 800 or more at one time.”
He said that makes the job of a produce
manager that much more difficult. Schroeder said

it’s not that there is less training, it is that there is
so much more to learn. “It’s a lot easier managing
a department with 75 items,” he said.
He also said that in his day the typical produce manager did not get promoted into that
position until he had worked for the company for
many, many years. Turnover being what it is, today’s
produce manager has less overall experience and
a much bigger job to do. But he said the path to a
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successful career that he traveled is the same one
most traverse today. “Every recent promotion I can
think of the person started out as a courtesy clerk.
That’s just as true today as it ever was.”
Looking down the road, Schroeder thinks the
retail industry will undergo some profound changes
in the coming years. He said an on-line presence will
continue to grow in importance and is a necessity
for any surviving food retailer. He believes there will
always be a need for brick and mortar outlets but
wonders what they are going to look like. Schroeder
said internet sellers continue to gain market share
of center store items leaving retailers with fewer
opportunities. He imagines a future where “brick
& click” operations will dominate.
His long career has included three stints as
chairman of the board of the Fresh Produce &
Floral Council and about three decades of service
on that board. Even in retirement he will serve
as an Honorary Past Chairman Representative.
Schroeder credits Dale Leifer with getting him
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Schroeder with longtime colleague and friend Marty Craner of B&C
Fresh Sales at an FPFC Day at the Races.
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Schroeder with Brad Martin of Perimeter Sales & Merchandising and Rob McDougall of Gelson’s.

involved with the Council and he very much appreciates the connection. “There are not
that many opportunities to work with others on projects that are for the good of the entire
industry. That’s what we do at the FPFC. I think our produce shows, which include produce
managers, are a great idea.”
He called the FPFC a great organization that has done an excellent job of bringing the

Marty Craner, Roger Schroeder, Patty Knoll and Carole & Dick Spezzano
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Schroeder at the City of Hope Walkathon fundraiser this year

supplier and buying community together. FPFC President Carissa Mace said the Council will continue to
use him as a valuable resource. “I couldn’t be happier that the FPFC will be still able to tap into his experience and expertise as he continues to serve on the board as an Honorary Past Chair Representative.”
She went on to say of his tenure on the board: “There is a reason Roger Schroeder is an icon in this
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Enjoying the Fourth of July with family.

industry. He not only has the insight and understanding to have remained on the cutting edge of produce
and floral for decades, he also has the patience and wisdom to welcome the ideas of others and encourage
everyone in the industry to work toward a shared success. His innovation knows no bounds. No matter
the task at hand, Roger is always ready with a fresh solution.”
In retirement, Schroeder expects to continue to travel the United States as well as Canada.
About a decade ago, he began a hobby of photographing all the covered bridges in the United
States. He has currently photographed 350 and
has about 650 to go. “That should keep be busy
for a while,” he quipped.
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That activity has also deepened his interest in
photography so now he has other scenes he’d also
like to take. “There are lots of lighthouses and old
barns that I’d love to photograph.”
Toward that goal, he and longtime partner
Patty Knoll recently purchased a beach house in
Maine. “I expect we will spend about three months
a year there,” Schroeder said. “That will give me a
base to travel from along the East Coast.”
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Southern California
Holiday Luncheon & Charity Auction
December 6, 2017
Thank You Sponsors!
Platinum Sponsor
Avocados from Mexico

Key Sponsors

American Business Bank
Grimmway Farms
The Oppenheimer Group

Gloria Carpo and Jules Buehler from North Shore Living

FPFC Immediate Past Chair Marvin Quebec of Quebec Distributing Co.; FPFC Chair Connie Stukenberg of the California Avocado Commission; Celebrity Guest
Auctioneer Chef Jet Tila; and Chef Bruno Serato of Caterina’s Club
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Associate Sponsors
Chilean Fresh Fruit Association
Earthbound Farm
Marzetti
North Shore Living
Produce Marketing Association
Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.

Liane Mast of Stater Bros.
Markets with Dick Spezzano of
Spezzano Consulting Service

The 2017 class of The FPFC Apprentice Class

Marty Craner of B & C
Fresh and Roger Schroeder
of Stater Bros. Markets
discuss bidding strategy
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The FreshSource, LLC team

Auction winners line up to make their
contributions to the Orange County Food
Bank and Caterina’s Club

Photo Sponsor
North Shore Living

Décor Sponsor
Spectrum Floral

Don Gann of Stater Bros. Markets
auctioned off an experience at
Lake Arrowhead
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Chef Jet Tila encourages Kate Reeb of Veg-Fresh Farms and Kellee Harris of The Giumarra
Companies to bid on an autographed copy of his book

Networking Social Hour Sponsor
FreshSource, LLC

Kent Kuwata of Smart
& Final won several
auction items

Chef Bruno Serato, Caterina’s Clubk and Alfonso Cano of Northgate Gonzalez Markets ﬂank Silvia Marjoram of American
Business Bank
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Rick Cruz of Pavilions with
Kent Beesley of the Idaho
Potato Commission and Ryan
Sanchez of Albertsons

Scott Farrell of Golin shared crisis communications best practices with FPFC Apprentices prior to
the luncheon

Prior to the luncheon, the FPFC Apprentices
attended a session on food safety with Neil
Checketts, COO of Kneaders Bakery & Cafe

Greg Corrigan of Raley’s Supermarkets with Garrett Nishimori of San Miguel Produce

To see more photos, search #FPFCLunch or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg
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Winners & Contributors List
The members of the Fresh Produce & Floral Council outdid themselves during the annual Holiday Luncheon &
Charity Auction. A total of $167,780 was donated by individual companies. The two charities who are benefiting from
this outpouring of holiday spirit are Caterina’s Club and the Orange County Food Bank. The following individuals and
companies donated.

Individuals
Peter Betancourt
Oakley Boren
Bill Brooks
Jules Buehler
Danny Calvillo
Karen Caplan
Mike Casazza
Kelly Craner
Marty Craner
Matt Clark
Eric Cole
Bill Coombs
Dana Davis
Roberta Davis Lewis
Jan DeLyser
Allen DeMo
Andrea Dimond

Ken Ewalt
Therese Ferrera
Catherine Gipe-Stewart
Jack Gyben
Ardy Haerizadeh
Kellee Harris
Steve Hattendorf
Harland Heath
Ricky Jons
Dave Juarez
Amy Keelin
John Killian
Patty Knoll
Christine Kuwata
Kuwata Family
Silvia Marjoram
Brad Martin

American Business Bank
B & C Fresh Sales
Bonduelle Fresh Americas
Charles E. Gilb, Co.
Chilean Fresh Fruit Association
Consolidated West Distributing
Davis Lewis Orchards
DLJ Produce
Domex Superfresh Growers
Earthbound Farm
Evolution Fresh
Fresh Packing Corp.
FreshSource, LLC
Frieda’s Specialty Produce
Great West Produce Company
Heath & LeJeune
Los Angeles Produce Distributors
Mann Packing Co., Inc
Mastronardi Produce
Melissa’s Produce

Companies

Liane Mast
Hector Mejia
Dave Moore
Garrett Nishimori
Jeff Oberman
Mike Pierson
Marvin Quebec
Susie Rea
Kate Reeb
Mike Rodriguez
Roger Schroeder
Robert Schueller
Dick Spezzano
Connie Stukenberg
Bob Waldusky
Vincente Zambada

MPK Foods
North Shore Living
Perimeter Sales & Merchadising
Progressive Produce, LLC
Pura Vida Farms
Quebec Distributing Co.
Restaurant Depot
San Miguel Produce
Smart & Final
Sierra Produce
Stater Bros. Markets
Sunrise Produce
Tanimua & Antle
The Giumarra Companies
United Fresh Produce Association
Veg-Fresh Farms
Vision Produce Company
West Pak Avocado
Westlake Produce Company
Yucatan Foods

There were so many generous donors eager to contribute to our charities that we may not have gotten everyone’s
name. We apologize for any oversight and greatly appreciate the donations of all of the auction winners and individual
contributors. Your kindness will help make happier holidays for less fortunate families and children.
DECEMBER 2017 / JANUARY 2018
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Focus on Avocados

Henry Avocado Opens Distribution
Center in North Carolina

38

Henry Avocado has responded to the increasing demand for its ripening service, and the
anticipated surge in avocado supplies in 2018 and
beyond, by opening a new ripening and distribution
center in Charlotte, N.C.
The first distribution center east of Houston,
TX, and the seventh overall for the Escondido, CA
based year-round grower, shipper and distributor, it
will be managed by local fresh-food industry veterans Ricardo Guillen and Gabriel Del Salto, under
the direction of Ozzie Figueroa, Henry’s marketing
and customer service director.
The new 25,000 square foot facility is capable
of custom-ripening more than a million cartons a
year, according to Figueroa, who added that the
avocados
vocados will be delivered using a fleet
fleet of refrigerated trucks that meet or exceed all food safety
standards. “Our purpose,” said Figueroa, “is to consistently provide customers with superior quality,
fresh avocados and service.”
The main source of product will be avocavocados from Mexico. To ensure year-round availability,
however, avocados from California, Peru, and Chile
can supplement the supply during their respective
seasons.
The Charlotte center enables Henry, which
was founded in 1925, to offer its Bravocado and
Green Goddess brands to additional customers
in the eastern states. It is also now in position to
better serve its growing customer base in retail and
foodservice with avocados ripened to order.
Henry introduced organic avocados in 2010
under its premium Bravocado label, which is used
for conventional avocado packing as well. The
company’s CustomRipe program provides all its
fresh avocados to the specific degree of ripeness
its customers request.
Carefully selected for its growing population,
dynamic economy and vibrant restaurant and retail
segments, Charlotte is a major transportation hub
with two major interstate freeways (Interstate 77
& 85) passing through the city within 10 minutes of
the new distribution center.
In addition, the facility design meets all food
safety standards, featuring modern and efficient

The nine ripening rooms in Charlotte distribution center give Henry
Avocado a total of 100 in its seven distribution centers.

cold storage and nine forced-air ripening rooms to
accommodate the anticipated demand. Henry has
about 100 forced-air ripening rooms in its distribution centers located in four states.
Over the past 10 years, United States consumption of Hass avocados has been growing at
approximately 9 percent per year. Growth last
year was flat, however, as Mexico and California
had smaller crops. Both countries’ production is
projected to rebound with more volume, quality
and price stability in 2018.
Expert industry sources anticipate at least
a 10 percent increase in avocados from Mexico
in 2018, and the California Avocado Commission
expects production from its growers to double from
200 to 400 million pounds.This October’s weather
in Peru has been mild and very conducive to a good
crop-set for the 2018 harvest.
Figueroa is confident Henry has experienced
marketing, sales and distribution personnel in place
to effectively handle the projected higher volume
over the next few years.
Henry, which developed the ripening room
concept more than three decades ago, has ripening
and distribution centers in Escondido and Milpitas,
CA, and from the southwest in San Antonio and
Houston in Texas, and Phoenix, AZ. The strategic
location of Henry’s distribution centers have been
the key to the company’s widely recognized customer service, which includes publishing a “Ripening
Guide,” which assures the exact stage of ripeness
each order requires.
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Shoppers Picking the Winners as
Retail Landscape Changes

Focus on Retail

By Tim Linden
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Raul Gallegos of Melissa’s with FPFC Chair Connie Stukenberg of the California Avocado Commission

It is the shoppers who will pick the winners
during this particularly chaotic time for the nation’s
food retailers. With many options before them,
consumers have a plethora of choices before them
– including Amazon’s attempt to completely change
the landscape.
Like most wars, the key is in preparation,
said Steven Muro, president of Fusion Marketing.
Quoting an ancient Chinese military strategist, Muro
told an audience of Fresh Produce & Floral Council
members “Every battle is won before it is fought.”
The Fusion founder gave the presentation
at the Oct. 4 luncheon of the FPFC in Southern
California. He noted that the grocery industry is
going through a period of dramatic change and

the possible outcomes are store closings, fewer
employees, less shelf space and fewer vendors.
This could not be music to the ears of the crowd,
which largely consisted of those on the sell side of
the equation.
His presentation wasn’t a doomsday forecast
but rather a potential blueprint for success. Muro
tool a quick look back and noted that many retailers
– both grocery and general merchandise – that were
prominent fixtures on the landscape several decades
ago are now gone. In fact, even since this millennial
dawned, the Southern California retail scene has
seen more than its fair share of exits including Fresh
& Easy,Wild Oats, Mrs. Gooches, Circuit City, Sports
Chalet and The Good Guys, to name but a few. In
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total, 6,000 retail outlets closed in 2017.
But Muro said “retail is not dying; it is transforming. There may be fewer stores but they are
not going away. Shoppers are deciding where to
shop.”
Speaking specifically of the grocery industry,
Muro does not believe there are too many physical
locations but he believes they are poorly distributed.
He said there are food deserts and food meccas
with too many retailers chasing the same affluent
shoppers in a limited number of zip codes. He said
this uneven distribution of stores is a major issue,
leading to diminishing returns. As a case in point,
he did research in his own neighborhood in the Los
Angeles suburbs and found 18 traditional grocery
stores and a multitude of mom and pop stores
within a seven minute drive of his house.
And, by and large, each of these traditional
market are selling and promoting the same items in
the same way.This leads to downward pressure on
price as one of the few differentiators. Muro said
large retailers have a propensity to add more units in
an effort to invoke the economies of scale. Instead,
they are exacerbating the problem. But he does see
light at the end of the tunnel as many of the larger
retailers – including Kroger and Walmart – have
announced slower growth moving forward.
And these retailers are not only competing
against themselves, but against many new ways for
consumers to fill their refrigerators including home
delivery of grocery, meal kits and of course, on-line
shopping with Amazon lurking as the behemoth.
To Muro, the solution is to change the focus
to become more shopper-centric. He said many
companies are doing this and argued that those will
be the survivors. He said Amazon with its purchase
of Whole Foods, along with several other efforts,
is very shopper-friendly and continues to launch
initiatives that speak to the needs of the consumer.
The company is planning to have Amazon Lockers
at its physical locations so consumers can order
on-line and quickly go pick up their orders. The
company is also mining the data obtained through
purchases and creating easier ways for consumers
to shop, including its Echo and Alexa devices that
instantly allow consumers to connect to the Amazon
platform from anywhere in their house. Soon, Muro
suspects, consumers will be able to order groceries
through Alexa.
Amazon, he said, wants to become the biggest retailer in size, scope and presence, with profits
sacrificed for marketshare. He opined that this is not
great news for local vendors, which proliferate in the
produce industry, as this national platform relies on
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national distributors. Toward their goal, Amazon is
in the process of adding 19 new fulfillment centers
with more than 17 million square feet of space.
To compete in this changing environment,
Muro believes retailers have to focus on the “shopper experience.” They have to create new formats
with both visual and appetite appeal. He applauds
the growing movement to put restaurants and bars
in retail outlets to create destinations for potential
shoppers.
“Shoppers want entertainment,” he says, adding that retailers need to add “fun” to the shopping
experience. Muro showed several slides of innovative retailers creating “destination departments” that
can attract the shopper into the stores. He noted
that the floral department is an excellent place to
start as that is still an item consumers are cautious
about purchasing on-line. And most floral products
are bought in grocery stores, which creates a great
opportunity to get these shoppers in your store to
witness the changes you have made.
He said appetizing displays and meal-ready
departments that help shoppers choose today’s
home menu offer more oppor tunities to be
shopper-centric. He challenged vendors to help
retailers create these unique shopping experiences.
He said they need to use better packaging and new
products to excite the consumer. He argued that
price promotions are not the way to be a game
changer. “Are you adding value?” he asked, saying
packaging should include recipes and other information consumers are looking for. “Communicate with
the shopper,” he advised.
Muro also touched on the “gamification of
marketing”, commenting that this is a growing trend.
Many consumers are into computer games and he
called this an opportunity to create fun with your
packaging and attract new customers. He spoke of a
gaming sweepstakes that was recently very successful for a tie-in promotion with beef and mushrooms
that Fusion Marketing was involved in.
He believes the trend toward convenience
will continue and believes the winners will be those
offering items and services that truly save time. He
likes Kroger’s “click and collect” option and believes
the launching of an in-house snack line by the Texas
retailer HEB shows innovation.
Muro concluded that there will be winners
and losers as the retail landscape changes, and the
winners will be those who prepare for the transformation, utilize available data to drive decision-making
and work together with their partners to focus on
the shopper.
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Southern California
Membership Luncheon
October 4, 2017
Thank You Sponsors!

Guest speaker Steven Muro of Fusion Marketing with Master of Ceremonies Liane Mast
of Stater Bros. Markets

Key Sponsors

Alfonso Cano of Northgate Gonzalez Markets with
Marvin Quebec of Quebec Distributing Co.

Cabo Fresh
Chilean Fresh Fruit Association
Domex Superfresh Growers
Pear Bureau Northwest – USA Pear
San Miguel Produce

Dennis Gertmenian, founder and retired CEO of Ready Pac with Frieda Caplan from Frieda’s Specialty Produce
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Don Gann from Stater
Bros. Markets with Jeff
Oberman of United Fresh
Produce Association
and Tom Oldham from
Sterilox

Associate Sponsors
A.M.S. Exotic LLC
Apio, Inc.
Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.

Networking Social Hour Sponsor
FreshSource, LLC

Rachelle Schulken of Renaissance Foods, Justin Hill of Gelson’s Markets and Kraig Loomis of Progressive Produce
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Prior to the luncheon, FPFC Apprentices
gave group presentations and received
feedback from industry veterans

Photo Sponsor
North Shore Living

Décor Sponsor
Passion Growers

Carlos Preciado from Melissa’s Produce (center) with Mike Preacher and Catherine Gipe-Stewart of Domex Superfresh Growers

To see more photos, search #FPFCLunch or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg
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‘North Shore Living’
Is Company’s New Brand
By Tim Linden
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the firm’s new mission statement better represent
North Shore’s past, present and future.The firm believes North Shore Living connotes a healthy lifestyle
and its products speak to the belief embodied in its
mission statement: “At North Shore, every homecooked meal should be a special occasion.”
Wada said inherent in the company’s main
product line of fresh herbs is the idea that a homecooked meal requires preparation and the use of
the freshest and most flavorful ingredients. While
the company’s growth depends upon that fact, he
said the mission statement goes beyond North
Shore’s proprietary interest and connects to the
original intent behind the establishing of the family
business. The firm, at its beginning, was driven by the
owner’s own family values and the desire to create
a memorable experience for the family.
Early 2018 will be consumed with the rollout
of the new brand but Wada said North Shore continues to work behind the scenes to strengthen the
company and improve its products and presentation.
Besides the aforementioned new product lines in
development, the company is also working on a new
clamshell. The company’s signature products are
sold with their roots intact and the new clamshell
is designed to enclose those roots in their own
portion of the packaging.
“We constantly interact with consumers and
this development is based on consumer feedback
that we have received,” he said. “We have the
solution in prototype and are working on the final
design.”

Focus on Marketing

Thermal, CA, based North Shore Greenhouses Inc. will officially re-launch its brand as North
Shore Living during the first quarter of 2018.
Marketing Manager Chris Wada said the rebranding effort was announced during the Produce
Marketing Association convention in October but
the company is exhausting its inventory of labels
before officially launching the new brand complete
with a new website at www.northshore.farm, most
likely in late February or early March.
The family-owned company was founded in
1987 by Leo and Suzette Overgaag as an herb specialist. Over the years it has expanded into microgreens and has perfected its system of hydroponic
production of herbs, keeping the roots intact as it
markets the output.
The new “North Shore Living” brand will
replace the “North Shore Living Herbs” and “North
Shore Organic Living” brands the company has
previously used. Wada said the new brand will be
used for both conventional and organic products
to unify the company’s identity under one brand
and one website. The only difference between the
conventional and organic packaging will be the inclusion of the USDA certified organic seal and slightly
different wording on the organic product.
The dropping of the “herb” designation also
works well fore the company’s line of micro-greens.
And Wada said North Shore also has some other
product lines in the developmental stage that will be
able to be marketed under the new brand.
He said the brand’s nomenclature as well as
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Northern California
Membership Luncheon
September 28, 2017
Thank You Sponsors!

Emcee Daniel Bell of Grocery Outlet

Key Sponsors

Connie Stukenberg of the California Avocado Commission and FPFC Board Chair

Avocados from Mexico
Earthbound Farm
IFCO Systems
Mann Packing Co., Inc.
Pear Bureau Northwest – USA Pear
San Miguel Produce

Hollie Johnson and Chris
Horrell of Love Beets
with Brian Silvas of Bland
Farms
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Associate Sponsors
A.M.S. Exotic, LLC
Apio, Inc.
Back to Roots
Bing Beverage
Grimmway Farms
North Shore
Pete’s Living Greens
Produce Marketing Association
Wonderful Sales
Zespri Kiwifruit

Bruce Laird of Marie’s, with
Dan Addiego and Melinda
DeLeon with Edge Sales &
Marketing

Ken Silveira of Mastronardi Produce with Liz Smart and Greg Welch of Robinson Fresh

Networking Social Hour Sponsor
Quebec Distributing Co

Photo Sponsor
North Shore Living

Décor Sponsor
Bay City Flower

Ryan Fukuda of Avocados from Mexico with Terrence Billingsley of Mann Packing Co., Inc.
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Dave Howald of Par Bureau Northwest, Rodney D’Acquisto of
CDS Distributing and Ed Odron of Madden & Company, Inc.

Susan Noritake of Zespri with Sean Villa, Paul Villa and
Ken Ewalt with Great West Produce Company

Doug Hoover and Amy Grolnick of IFCO Systems

Scot Olson of Grocery
Outlet, Lisa Davis
of Tessemae’s and
Michael Schutt of
Raley’s Supermarkets
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Charles Blazer, Dan McGrath and
Brett Johnson of Robinson Fresh

Jesse Lopez of Tanimura & Antle , Myisha Nathaniel of Raley’s Supermarkets,
Ernie Peraza of House Foods America, Nannette Andersen of FreshSource
North, and Brian Winkler and Mason Crum of Renaissance Food Group

Daniel Bell, Christine
Hudson and Jenny
Lee of Grocery
Outlet

To see more photos, search #FPFCLunch or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg
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TRADE NEWS

Brett Roberts joins Tyger
Sales and Marketing as COO

To oversee daily operations and help guide
the company’s growth, Tyger Sales and Marketing,
Nottingham, PA, has named Brett Roberts as chief
operations officer. Roberts brings to the position
more than a decade of experience in business
development and stakeholder relations in the fresh
produce and floral industries.
“We’re thrilled to have Brett on board,” said
Dana Davis,Tyger’s president and CEO.“His fulfilling
the COO role will allow our company to perform
at an even higher level of efficiency and provide
greater service to our clients in the fresh produce
industry.”
Previously, Roberts managed member services for the Fresh Produce & Floral Council, Anaheim,
CA. He also worked in business development for
the Produce Marketing Association, Newark, DE.
In addition to daily operations, Roberts will
help design and implement business plans and procedures as well as manage relationships with clients,
partners and vendors.
“The demand for Tyger’s services speaks to
exciting opportunities ahead for me as its COO,”
said Roberts. “And to have the pleasure of continuing to work in the fresh produce industry with so
many great people makes my new position even
more rewarding.”

to-cook fresh vegetable side dishes.The line’s three
initial offerings – Cauliflower Gratin, Cauliflower
Fried Rice and Green Bean Sauté – are on-trend,
making it even easier for consumers to prepare and
enjoy a restaurant-style side dish.
“Eat Smart is known for its washed & readyto-eat fresh vegetables, but consumers are looking
for faster and more delicious ways to prepare
them,” said Anne Byerly, vice president of marketing, for Apio. “Our new TimeSavors kits take fresh
vegetables even further, offering a complete recipe
with just five minutes of prep time.”
Both Cauliflower Fried Rice and Cauliflower
Gratin carry an Eat Smart® 100% Clean Label,
with no artificial colors, flavors or preservatives,
and the Green Bean Sauté will be 100% Clean
Label next year.
According to a study by the Produce for Better Health Foundation, fresh vegetable consumption
is expected to grow by 8 percent in the next five
years. By contrast, the study also states that 82
percent of vegetables are prepared at home and
vegetable side dishes are a frequent part of the
dinner meal, yet consumption has declined over
the past five years. Eat Smart aims to get more
vegetables into the diets of consumers by making
it easier for them to incorporate delicious fresh
vegetables into their dinner repertoire easily and
cost effectively.

Eat Smart Introduces New
Vegetable Side Dish Kits

Inspired by consumer demand for convenient,
healthy and unique ways to serve fresh and delicious
vegetable dishes, Eat Smart, a leading producer of
fresh-cut vegetables and salads for the United States
and Canada, is launching TimeSavors, a line of ready-
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